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Rising from the Plains
How does evaluative inquiry contribute to organizational learning? How can we
practice evaluative inquiry in ways that maximize individual and team learning?
This book provides a data-based approach to organizational learning and change
and focuses on the use of evaluative inquiry processes with organizations rather
than across large-scale, multi-site programs. It contains four illustrative case
studies, interview extracts, strategy plans and flow charts, diagrams and advice
boxes that consultants can use for implementing their own training and
development sessions.

Science as Thinking
"This book comprises a wide range of scholarly essays introducing readers to key
topics and issues in science education. Science education has become a well
established field in its own right, with a vast literature, and many active areas of
scholarship. Science Education: An International Course Companion offers an entry
point for students seeking a sound but introductory understanding of the key
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perspectives and areas of thinking in science education. Each account is selfcontained and offers a scholarly and research-informed introduction to a particular
topic, theme, or perspective, with both citations to key literature and
recommendations for more advanced reading. Science Education: An International
Course Companion allows readers (such as those preparing for school science
teaching, or seeking more advanced specialist qualifications) to obtain a broad
familiarity with key issues across the field as well as guiding wider reading about
particular topics of interest. The book therefore acts as a reader to support
learning across courses in science education internationally. The broad coverage of
topics is such that that the book will support students following a diverse range of
courses and qualifications. The comprehensive nature of the book will allow course
leaders and departments to nominate the book as the key reader to support
students – their core ‘course companion’ in science education."

The 5Es of Inquiry-Based Science
Listening to Their Voices
The author teaches a method of learning in science that is inquiry-based and that
involves a process of asking questions, exploring, and making the connections that
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lead to understanding and discovery.

Concept-Based Inquiry in Action
Humans, especially children, are naturally curious. Yet, people often balk at the
thought of learning science--the "eyes glazed over" syndrome. Teachers may find
teaching science a major challenge in an era when science ranges from the hardly
imaginable quark to the distant, blazing quasar. Inquiry and the National Science
Education Standards is the book that educators have been waiting for--a practical
guide to teaching inquiry and teaching through inquiry, as recommended by the
National Science Education Standards. This will be an important resource for
educators who must help school boards, parents, and teachers understand "why
we can't teach the way we used to." "Inquiry" refers to the diverse ways in which
scientists study the natural world and in which students grasp science knowledge
and the methods by which that knowledge is produced. This book explains and
illustrates how inquiry helps students learn science content, master how to do
science, and understand the nature of science. This book explores the dimensions
of teaching and learning science as inquiry for K-12 students across a range of
science topics. Detailed examples help clarify when teachers should use the
inquiry-based approach and how much structure, guidance, and coaching they
should provide. The book dispels myths that may have discouraged educators from
the inquiry-based approach and illuminates the subtle interplay between concepts,
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processes, and science as it is experienced in the classroom. Inquiry and the
National Science Education Standards shows how to bring the standards to life,
with features such as classroom vignettes exploring different kinds of inquiries for
elementary, middle, and high school and Frequently Asked Questions for teachers,
responding to common concerns such as obtaining teaching supplies. Turning to
assessment, the committee discusses why assessment is important, looks at
existing schemes and formats, and addresses how to involve students in assessing
their own learning achievements. In addition, this book discusses administrative
assistance, communication with parents, appropriate teacher evaluation, and other
avenues to promoting and supporting this new teaching paradigm.

Negotiating Science
When implemented effectively, technology has great potential to positively
connect with learning, assessment, and motivation in the context of K–12 science
education and inquiry. Written by leading experts on technology-enhanced science
learning and educational research, this book situates the topic within the broader
context of educational psychology research and theory and brings it to a wider
audience. With chapters on the fundamentals of science learning and assessment,
integration of technology into classrooms, and examples of specific technologies,
this concise volume is designed for any course on science learning that includes
technology use in the curriculum. It will be indispensable for student researchers
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and both pre- and in-service teachers alike.

Science Learning and Inquiry with Technology
No Marketing Blurb

Teaching Students to Think Like Scientists
It is essential that students learn to examine, review, and evaluate knowledge and
ideas through a process of scientific investigation and argumentation. Using these
instructional methods and lesson scenarios, teachers of all disciplines will gain the
tools needed to offer students a richer, lasting understanding of science, its
concepts, and its place in their lives and the global community.

Differentiated Science Inquiry
"This compendium of successful curricular and institutional practices to develop
critical research skills emphasized the importance of the collective efforts of the
undergraduate community to integrate research and education. By collecting and
disseminating a variety of mechanisms that are effective means of creating a
research-supportive undergraduate curriculum, the Council on Undergraduate
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Research aims to encourage faculty and institutions to continue to seek creative,
useful, and significant ways to promote "learning through research"."--Publisher's
description.

Story-Based Inquiry: A Manual for Investigative Journalists
How Students Learn: Mathematics in the Classroom builds on the discoveries
detailed in the best-selling How People Learn. Now these findings are presented in
a way that teachers can use immediately, to revitalize their work in the classroom
for even greater effectiveness. This book shows how to overcome the difficulties in
teaching math to generate real insight and reasoning in math students. It also
features illustrated suggestions for classroom activities.

The Science Teacher
Focus on frequent, accurate feedback with this newly expanded guide to
understanding assessment. Field-tested and classroom ready, it's designed to help
you reinforce productive learning habits while gauging your lessons' effectiveness.
The book opens with an up-to-date discussion of assessment theory, research, and
uses. Then comes a wealth of sample assessment activities (nearly 50 in all,
including 15 new ones) in biology, chemistry, physics, and Earth science. You'll like
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the activities' flexibility. Some are short tasks that zero in on a few specific process
skills; others are investigations involving a variety of skills you can cover in one or
two class periods; and still others are extended, in-depth investigations that take
several weeks to complete. Keyed to the U.S. National Science Education
Standards, the activities include reproducible task sheets and scoring rubrics. All
are ideal for helping your students reflect on their own learning during science
labs.

Inquire
One part practical guide, one part interactive journal, this book provides the
opportunity to do inquiry as you read about it. You’ll learn what inquiry-based
instruction looks like in practice through five key strategies, all of which can be
immediately implemented in any learning environment. This resource offers
Practical examples of what inquiry looks like in the classroom, and how to do it
Opportunities for reflection throughout the book, including self-surveys, templates,
and tools A user-friendly handbook format for quick reference and logical
progression through your inquiry journey Fifty practical inquiry experiences that
can be used individually, with students, or in small groups of teachers

Teaching High School Science Through Inquiry
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This book provides teachers with a series of carefully developed 5-E inquiry lesson
models. The lessons are standards-based and organized to provide a sequential
development of physical, life, and earth/ space science concepts appropriate to use
directly with students in K-8 classrooms. Each lesson series focuses on one
element of science teaching. Learning how to teach science is thus embedded in
the context of authentic learning cycle lessons.

Science Literacy for the Twenty-first Century
Demonstrate how teachers can cultivate a classroom culture of inquiry, design
investigations or translate existing activities into inquiry-based learning
experiences, and integrate inquiry with curricular objectives.

Inquire Within
Offering case studies, ready-to-use lessons, and teacher-friendly materials, this
updated edition shows educators how to implement inquiry in the science
classroom, incorporate technology, and work with ELLs and special education
students.

21st Century Skills Development Through Inquiry-Based
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Learning
Demonstrate how teachers can cultivate a classroom culture of inquiry, design
investigations or translate existing activities into inquiry-based learning
experiences, and integrate inquiry with curricular objectives.

Teaching Science as Investigations
You are about to immerse yourself in a gorgeously readable and engaging account
of how teachers can move science instruction from “hands on to minds on.” Wendy
Ward Hoffer describes how teachers can extrapolate what is known about good
thinking strategies instruction to science teaching and learning. Hoffer illuminates
the path for thousands of teachers (in science and beyond) who today work with
those who will lead this country's efforts in energy, health care, the exploration of
sea and space, and the protection of our planet.What work is more vital to our
future? - Ellin Oliver Keene Coauthor of Mosaic of Thought, Second Edition This
book by an experienced teacher takes professional development to a new level.
Many authors of books designed to improve education try to integrate best
research with best practice. Few succeed as well as Wendy Hoffer. - J. Myron Atkin
Stanford University Inquiry is how we learn about the world. Every day we ask
questions, gather evidence, make observations, and draw conclusions. Science as
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Thinking shows how powerful instruction can connect the natural curiosity students
bring to class to the science curriculum. Wendy Ward Hoffer uses the fundamental
scientific principles of constants and variables as a framework for highly effective
science teaching. She begins with constants, the basics of science instruction:
Inquiry, Big Ideas, Workshop, Assessment, Culture. Hoffer shows how building a
teaching foundation on these constants ensures that all of your planning, lessons,
and interactions spark students' interests and support deep thinking about science.
Hoffer's variables are the practices you select from every day - labs,
demonstrations, lectures, projects, and other classroom staples. She illustrates
how these variables can be carefully manipulated to maximize student
engagement, thinking, and understanding. Science as Thinking is a wonderful
resource for new teachers, but it will just as soon be sticky-noted and dog-eared by
veterans. It helps you: get started and sustain progress with classroom-tested
strategies for implementing, teaching, and refining high-quality instruction make
direct connections between theory and practice through planning questions
conduct meaningful assessment with sample rubrics. If you're as serious about
improving students' learning as they are curious about their world, then read
Science as Thinking. In it you'll find highly effective and satisfying ways to teach
science and turn any science curriculum into the turning point of a young
scientist's life.

Science Educator's Guide to Laboratory Assessment
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Inquiry and the National Science Education Standards
In So What Do They Really Know? Cris Tovani explores the complex issue of
monitoring, assessing, and grading students' thinking and performance with
fairness and fidelity. Like all teachers, Cris struggles to balance her studentcentered instruction with school system mandates. Her recommendations are
realistic and practical; she understands that what isn't manageable isn't
sustainable. Cris describes the systems and structure she uses in her own
classroom and shows teachers how to use assessments to monitor student growth
and provide targeted feedback that enables students to master content goals. She
also shares ways to bring students into the assessment cycle so they can monitor
their own learning, maximizing motivation and engagement. So What Do They
Really Know? includes a wealth of information: Lessons from Cris's classroom
Templates showing how teachers can use the workshop model to assess and
differentiate instruction Student work, including samples from linguistically diverse
learners, struggling readers, and college-bound seniors Anchor charts of student
thinking Ideas on how to give feedback Guidelines that explain how conferring is
different from monitoring Suggestions for assessing learning and differentiating
instruction during conferences Advice for managing ongoing assessment Cris's
willingness to share her own struggles continues to be a hallmark of her work.
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Teachers will recognize their own students and the challenges they face as they
join Cris on the journey to figure out how to raise student achievement.

Facilitator's Guide to Inquire Within
Pulitzer Prize-winning author John McPhee continues his Annals of the Former
World series about the geology of North America along the fortieth parallel with
Rising from the Plains. This third volume presents another exciting geological
excursion with an engaging account of life—past and present—in the high plains of
Wyoming. Sometimes it is said of geologists that they reflect in their professional
styles the sort of country in which they grew up. Nowhere could that be more true
than in the life of a geologist born in the center of Wyoming and raised on an
isolated ranch. This is the story of that ranch, soon after the turn of the twentieth
century, and of David Love, the geologist who grew up there, at home with the
composition of the high country in the way that someone growing up in a coastal
harbor would be at home with the vagaries of the sea.

Facilitator's Guide to Inquire Within
This book presents innovative instructional interventions designed to support
inquiry project-based learning as an approach to equip students with 21st century
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skills. Instructional techniques include collaborative team-based teaching, social
constructivist game design and game play, and productive uses of social media
such as wikis and other online communication affordances. The book will be of
interest to researchers seeking a summary of recent empirical studies in the
inquiry project-based learning domain that employ new technologies as
constructive media for student synthesis and creation. The book also bridges the
gap between empirical works and a range of national- and international-level
educational standards frameworks such as the P21, the OECD framework, AASL
Standards for the 21st Century Learner, and the Common Core State Standards in
the US. Of particular interest to education practitioners, the book offers detailed
descriptions of inquiry project-based learning interventions that can be directly
reproduced in today's schools. Further, the book provides research-driven
guidelines for the evaluation of student inquiry project-based learning. Lastly, it
offers education policymakers insight into establishing anchors and spaces for
applying inquiry project-based learning opportunities for youth today in the context
of existing and current education reform efforts. The aim of this book is to support
education leaders', practitioners' and researchers' efforts in advancing inspiring
and motivating student learning through transformative social constructivist
inquiry-based knowledge-building with information technologies. We propose that
preparing students with inquiry mindsets and dispositions can promote greater
agency, critical thinking and resourcefulness, qualities needed for addressing the
complex societal challenges they may face.
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Statistics for Terrified Biologists
Amongst the challenges that elementary teachers may often face as they
introduce their students to science is the need to maintain a solid understanding of
the many scientific concepts and details themselves. This indispensible resource,
intended for pre- and in-service elementary school teachers, provides concise and
comprehensible explanation of key concepts across science disciplines. Organized
around the National Science Education Standards, the book tackles the full range
of the elementary curriculum including life sciences, ecological sciences, physical
sciences, and earth sciences. Although not a methods text, the clear and
accessible definitions offered by veteran teacher educator Jeffrey Bloom will
nonetheless help teachers understand science concepts to the degree to which
they can develop rich and exciting inquiry approaches to exploring these concepts
with children. Perfect as a companion to any elementary science methods textbook
or as a stand alone reference for practitioners, The Really Useful Elementary
Science Book is a resource teachers will want to reach for again and again.

How Students Learn
Acknowledging the importance of national standards, offers case studies, tips, and
tools to encourage student curiosity and improve achievement in science.
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So what Do They Really Know?
Create a thinking classroom that helps students move from the factual to the
conceptual Concept-Based Inquiry is a framework for inquiry that promotes deep
understanding. The key is using guiding questions to help students inquire into
concepts and the relationships between them. Concept-Based Inquiry in Action
provides teachers with the tools and resources necessary to organize and focus
student learning around concepts and conceptual relationships that support the
transfer of understanding. Step by step, the authors lead both new and
experienced educators to implement teaching strategies that support the
realization of inquiry-based learning for understanding in any K–12 classroom.

Teaching High School Science Through Inquiry
Teaching High School Science Through Inquiry is one of the few print resources
devoted exclusively to developing and enhancing teachers' capacity to teach
through scientific inquiry in grades 9-12. The second edition has been revised to
include: -More emphasis on developing the prerequisite attitude and mind-set for
becoming an inquiry-based teacher -Increased focus on scientific argumentation
-Updated list of recommended resources The new edition of this best-seller
ensures teachers have an up-to-date resource and solid guidance in integrating
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scientific argumentation into their lessons, and balancing the theory and practice
of implementing an inquiry-based science classroom.

Evaluative Inquiry for Learning in Organizations
SCC Library has 1964-cur.

Experience Inquiry
A module to help students to understand the key concepts of the scientific method.
By experiencing the process of scientific inquiry, students come to recognize the
role of science in society.

Science Scope
Inquiry-based Science Education
Create an active learning environment in grades K-12 using the 5E inquiry-based
science model! Featuring a practical guide to implementing the 5E model of
instruction, this resource clearly explains each "E" in the 5E model of inquiry-based
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science. It provides teachers with practical strategies for stimulating inquiry with
students and includes lesson ideas. Suggestions are provided for encouraging
students to investigate and advance their understanding of science topics in
meaningful and engaging ways. This resource supports core concepts of STEM
instruction.

Doing science
Inquiry-based Instruction in Second Grade Classrooms in High
and Low Socioeconomic Status Settings
Acknowledging the importance of national standards, offers case studies, tips, and
tools to encourage student curiosity and improve achievement in science.

Inquiry in the Classroom
Developing and Sustaining a Research-supportive Curriculum
Anyone working in biodiversity conservation or field ecology should understand
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and utilize the common-sense process of scientific inquiry: observing surroundings,
framing questions, answering those questions through well-designed studies, and,
in many cases, applying results to decision making. Yet the interdisciplinary nature
of conservation means that many workers are not well versed in the methods of
science and may misunderstand or mistrust this indispensable tool.Designing Field
Studies for Biodiversity Conservation addresses that problem by offering a
comprehensible, practical guide to using scientific inquiry in conservation work. In
an engaging and accessible style, award-winning tropical ecologist and teacher
Peter Feinsinger melds concepts, methods, and intellectual tools into a unique
approach to answering environmental questions through field studies. Focusing on
the fundamentals of common sense, independent thinking, and natural history, he
considers: framing the question and designing the study interpreting and applying
results through judicious use of statistical inference taking into account the natural
history of plants, animals, and landscapes monitoring and assessing progress
through approaches such as "bioindicator species" or "species diversity measures"
helping other interested parties (park guards, local communities, school teachers)
use scientific inquiry in addressing their own concernsDetailed appendixes explain
technical issues, while numerous sidebars and illustrations provide important
background and thought-provoking exercises. Throughout, the author challenges
the reader to integrate conceptual thinking with on-the-ground practice in order to
make conservation truly effective. Feinsinger concentrates on examples from Latin
America but stresses that the approach applies to local conservation concerns or
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field biology questions in any landscape.Designing Field Studies for Biodiversity
Conservation is an essential handbook for staff and researchers working with
conservation institutions or projects worldwide, as well as for students and
professionals in field ecology, wildlife biology, and related areas.

The Really Useful Elementary Science Book
Students often think of science as disconnected pieces of information rather than a
narrative that challenges their thinking, requires them to develop evidence-based
explanations for the phenomena under investigation, and communicate their ideas
in discipline-specific language as to why certain solutions to a problem work. The
author provides teachers in primary and junior secondary school with different
evidence-based strategies they can use to teach inquiry science in their
classrooms. The research and theoretical perspectives that underpin the strategies
are discussed as are examples of how different ones areimplemented in science
classrooms to affect student engagement and learning. Key Features: Presents
processes involved in teaching inquiry-based science Discusses importance of
multi-modal representations in teaching inquiry based-science Covers ways to
develop scientifically literacy Uses the Structure of Observed learning Outcomes
(SOLO) Taxonomy to assess student reasoning, problem-solving and learning
Presents ways to promote scientific discourse, including teacher-student
interactions, student-student interactions, and meta-cognitive thinking
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Integrated Curriculum
Douglas Llewellyn focuses on teaching science through an inquiry-based process,
showing teachers how to implement inquiry using the three "Rs" of
inquiry--restructuring, retooling, and reculturing. Inquire Within helps teachers
design inquiries for their students and also provides ready-to-use inquiry lessons.
Updates to the Third Edition include: Alignment with the new Common Core State
Standards and the Next Generation Science Standards A central focus on making
and defending scientific arguments (i.e. argumentation) Guidance on developing
the prerequisite attitude and mindset for becoming an inquiry- and argumentbased teacher How to balance the meaning (the disposition) as well as the
mechanics (the how-to) of inquiry and argumentation Background on self-directed
learning Practice in climbing the ladder of professional improvement Many new
vignettes of inquiry and argument-based activities that integrate language arts
with science. New sections tie inquiry-based instruction to classroom management,
language literacy, the nature of science, multiple intelligence, communication
skills, and scientific argumentation. The Third Edition is now closely aligned with
Teaching High School Science Through Inquiry and Argumentation

Science Education
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Makes mathematical and statistical analysis understandable to even the least
math-minded biology student This unique textbook aims to demystify statistical
formulae for the average biology student. Written in a lively and engaging style,
Statistics for Terrified Biologists, 2nd Edition draws on the author’s 30 years of
lecturing experience to teach statistical methods to even the most guarded of
biology students. It presents basic methods using straightforward, jargon-free
language. Students are taught to use simple formulae and how to interpret what is
being measured with each test and statistic, while at the same time learning to
recognize overall patterns and guiding principles. Complemented by simple
examples and useful case studies, this is an ideal statistics resource tool for
undergraduate biology and environmental science students who lack confidence in
their mathematical abilities. Statistics for Terrified Biologists presents readers with
the basic foundations of parametric statistics, the t-test, analysis of variance, linear
regression and chi-square, and guides them to important extensions of these
techniques. It introduces them to non-parametric tests, and includes a checklist of
non-parametric methods linked to their parametric counterparts. The book also
provides many end-of-chapter summaries and additional exercises to help readers
understand and practice what they’ve learned. Presented in a clear and easy-tounderstand style Makes statistics tangible and enjoyable for even the most
hesitant student Features multiple formulas to facilitate comprehension Written by
of the foremost entomologists of his generation This second edition of Statistics for
Terrified Biologists is an invaluable guide that will be of great benefit to pre-health
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and biology undergraduate students.

Designing Field Studies for Biodiversity Conservation
Inquire Within
Knowing from the inside out how argument works is a literacy skill now universally
recognized as essential. This is the goal of real reading, writing, and speaking - and
finally the gift of real science. I am grateful to the authors of this volume for
making these gifts available to science and literacy teachers, but most importantly,
to all of our students. - Wendy Saul Author of Science Workshop The best way to
transform students' scientific thinking is by transforming their science writing.
Writing is thinking and with Negotiating Science you'll move from rote procedures
to the kind of writing that real scientists do. Your students will learn to negotiate
meaning from the results of their work and to argue for their ideas - posing
questions, documenting evidence, making claims, and sharing data. Perfect for
science notebooks! Leading you through an argument-based approach to science
writing that is grounded in highly effective practices, Negotiating Science:
demonstrates what good science arguments look like through student samples.
models and supports top-notch instruction through teaching tools and templates
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adaptable to any classroom. containsguidelines that make assessment seamless
and manageable. includes “Have a Go” activities help you make the transition from
traditional science writing to argument-based writing. Best of all, the writing
Negotiating Science advocates can support your school's nonfiction and contentarea writing goals. Give students the chance to deepen their connection to science
by writing for authentic purposes. See the dramatic difference it makes when
students negotiate the meaning of concepts and content the way real scientists do.
All while you meet schoolwide writing objectives. Read Negotiating Science and
unlock the power of writing in your science classroom.

Inquire Within
The purpose of this text is to further flesh out some of the factorsspecific
dimensions of our ndimensional hyperspaceimportant to inquiry in the classroom.
As such, some of the of the factors have already been introduced, others will be
new to the conversation. In our discussions that lead to the preparation of this
manuscript, it became clear that each of us was interested in classroom inquiry,
and so we each wanted to situate our analysis in these classrooms. For that
purpose, our discussions are organized into sections. Each section begins with one
(or more) vignettesnippets of science classroomsthat the authors then discuss how
this vignette demonstrates some aspect of the specific dimension that they are
charged with discussing. Because inquiry is so multifaceted and its portrayals are
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often complex and nuanced, the discussion of the dimension is broken into
separate essayseach of which addresses the focal dimension in different ways.
Following the essay, a broader discussion across the essays is offered to support
your sense making. As we began this effort, we selected what we understood to be
the most influential dimensions of inquiry in the classroom. But certainly there are
others that can and should have been included, (i.e., the role of curriculum in
supporting (or confining) the enactment of inquiry, the manner in which inquiry can
shape students' knowledge, the role systemic efforts can have in enabling inquiry).
But given the confines of one text, we've chosen what we understood to be the
central components, and these have been arranged into 6 sections. Our vision is
that each of these sections can be selfsupporting, so their appearance in the text
doesn't represent the order in which they must be read. Ideally, the reader would
engage in the introduction, then select the section that addresses the dimension
influencing classroom inquiry that is of greatest importance. The only exception to
this is section 6, which is a specific form of enactment of classroom inquiry;
engagement with this section may be best augmented after reading the sections
that interest you.

Teaching High School Science Through Inquiry and
Argumentation
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Ignite science learning with differentiated instruction One type of science
instruction does not fit all. Best-selling author Douglas Llewellyn gives teachers
standards-based strategies for differentiating science education to more effectively
meet the needs of all students. This book takes the concept of inquiry-based
science instruction to a deeper level, includes a compelling case study, and
demonstrates: Methods for determining when and how to provide students with
more choices, thereby increasing their ownership and motivation Ways to
implement differentiated science inquiry in the main areas of science instruction
Strategies for successfully managing the classroom
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